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Recent modifications tothe vertical control system for DIII-D h_ enabled operation of discharges with ;'ertic,al
elongation _:, up to 2,5. When vertical st.abiliy is lost_ a disruption follows and a large vertical force on the vacuum
vessel is obserw_d. The loss of plasma energy begins when the edge safety factor q is 2 but the current decay do_'s
not begin until q --. 1.3, Current flow on the open field lines in the pl_ma scrapeoff layer has been measured
and the magnitude and distribution of these currents can explain the observed force on the vessel. Equilibrium
calculations and simulation of this vertical displacement episode are presented.

1. INTRODUCTION body motion of a massless plasma represented by a sin-

One possible approach for improving the tokamak gle current filament. The model includes the effects of

as a candidate for a practical fusion energy device is to active control coils and decomposes the vessel currents

vertically elongate the plasma cross-section. There are in an eigenmode expansion. The most important re-

two primary advantages to high elongation discharges, suit of this study is that the active control coll must be

increased ,3 values (3 ---(thermal energy/magnetic en- positioned so as to minimize its interaction with the sta-

orgy)) and improved energy confinement time. How- bilizing vessel currents. As a consequence of toroidicit.v,

ever, operation at high elongation has negative conse- these currents flow primarily in the outboarct regions of

quences including an inherent vertical position insta- the vessel. Thus, the control coils must be positioned on

bilitv which requires a feedback control system for sta- the inboard side of the vessel, near the midplane. Ad-

billzation. If vertical stability is lost, the result is a ditionally, it was found that the power supply voltage

termination of the discharge which introduces forces on requirement scales exponentially with the plasma decay

the vacuum vessel which are different and more severe index (n = -(R/B,)(dB,/dR))and the bandwidth re-

than those normally experienced during plasma disrup- quirement is the open loop growth rate of the instability

tions. This type c_f termination is called a "vertical in the plasma-shell-active coil system. It is found that

displacement episode", the open loop ..growth rate is extremely sensitive to the

In DIII-D, we routinely operate high elongation sln- placement of the active coil.

gle and double null divertor discharges and recent mod- Based on this model, a modified control system was

ifications to the vertical control system have made it implemented on DIII:D which has permitted opera-

possible to obtain discharges wit,helongation up to 2.5. tion up to the ideal NII-tD stability limit. The system

Section 2 of this paper will examine the control prob- utilizes a slow radial field provided by outboard coils

lems and vertical stability limits of this high elongatioa and a faste.r, but weaker fleld provided by two pairs of

regime. Section 3 describes the Phenomenc, logy ofa ver. ir_board coils. .._,set ,ff detailed measurements of the

tical displacement episode and the physical processes step response of the contr¢_l system confirmed the ad-

and plasma equilibria which correctly account for the equacy of this simple contrcfl model. _- In particular, it

observed disruption forces, w_ shown in Ref, 2 that the use of the irlb,-_arct coils

was superior amt that the plasma-shell-active coil svs-

2. VERTICAL STABILITY AND PLASMA CONTROL tem exhlhlts a secc,ncl-c_rder response, in agreement with

A model of the plasma vertical stability has been the model. The hi_,hest eh',n_atlon achieved was 2.5.

cteveloped t which is basr'd ,:,n tile _lvnamics of a rigi d Tills limitation t,_ ehm_ati{,n ha.s b_'_!noxph,red and we



find that the onset of non-rigid behavior is responsible. _ equilibrim-n using EFIT, 27 adjustable parameters are

Although the control system is based on a rigid:body used of which three specify the current and pressure pro-

model, it allows operation close to the ideal limit even file.and the remainder specify the tqroidal current in 24

when these non-rigid effects play a significant role in vessel segments. The quantity :42 measures thediffer-

the evolution 'of the instability, ence between the magnetic measurements of the exper-

In order to improve the flexibility and accuracy of imental equilibrium and the EFIT equilibrium and the

our present shape control while maintaining vertical sta- parameters are adjusted to minimize X 2, The scrapeoff

billty, a high speed digital control system is being de- layer width is specified by a parameter, a, where a = 1

signed to replace the analog system now in use. The corresponds to no scrapeoff layer and or=0 to a layer

advantage of the new system is that it allows the c0n- which extends either to the vessel wall or the first sep-

tinuai update of coefficients in the control matrix for aratH× outside the last closed flux surface, whichever is

more accurate shape control and of the controller gains closer, a is varied from 0 to 1 to obtain the best fit.

for more optimal plasma position response. The shape During the VDEs, the minimum in X 2 is significantly

control algorithm is based on a linear regression analysis smaller than X 2 corresponding to a = 1 indicating the

of 100 magnetic measurements to provide a reepresenta- existence of these currents is essential for a correct de-

tion of 18 plasma shape parameters. The required ma- scription of the equilibrium.

trix multiplication will be performed by an Intel 80860 Verification of this model has been obtained through

microprocessor which has a speed of 80 MFLOPS. The direct experimental measurement of the poloidal cur-

entire control algorithm should be capable of providi:,g rents flowing from the plasma, through the divertor tiles

updates of control signals in less than i00 _sec. into the vacuum vessel. 6 The currents are measured by

a Rogowski loop around the base of the tile and these

3. VERTICAL DISPLACEMENT EPISODES measurements have been confirmed with a second in,

AND MAJOR DISRUPTIONS dependent measurement using a low resistance shunt
For the purpose of this paper, disruptions will be resistor from an insulated tile to the vessel. An exam-

divided into two broad types, major disruptions and pie of the agreement between the current determined

vertical displacement episodes (VDEs). In a major dis- from EFIT and the measured currents is shown is Fig-

ruption, vertical position control is maintained during u.re 1. Also shown are examples of the equilibria de-

the thermal quench, though control may be lost after termined by EFIT according to the procedure outlined

the quench. In a vertical displacement episode, a loss above. Additional confirmation of the model has been

of vertical position precedes the thermal quench, provided by using a detailed engineering model to calcu-

A major consequence of VDEs is that there is a sig- late the vessel displacement. Using the time dependent

nificant net vertical force on the vacuum vessel and its output of the EFIT code as input for the simulation,

internal components. On DIII-D, vertical motion of a maximum displacement of 0.6 mm was predicted for

the vacuum vessel is observed with amplitudes of up the discharge shown in Figure 1, which compares well

to 2 mm. This force can arise from the interaction of with the measured displacement of 0,5 mm. For typical

the poloidal field with toroidal vessel currents or the DIII-D disruptions, 80% of the displacement is due to

toroidal field with poloidal vessel currents. Poloidal the interaction of the poloidal current with the toroidal

vessel currents associated with currents on open field field and the toroidal vessel current plays a relatively
lines was suggested by Jensen and Chu 4 as an important small role.

element of VDEs. The physical mechanism responsible For both major disruptions and VDEs, the _tart of
for driving these currents will be discussed later.

the plasma current decay occurs after the loss of ther-

To determine the magnitude of these currents and mai energy. However, the thermal quench and subse-
associated forces, a model of plasma equilibrium dttr-

qm:nt current quench during a VDE generally do not

ing a VDE was developed. The DIII-D equilibrium occur until the ve,rticai position is far. from the celltcred

code, EFIT, was modified to pernfit current flow in the equilibrium position. The vertical position and other

plasma scrapeoff layer on open fields which intercept plasma quantities determined using the modified equl-

the vessel wall. s The plasma on the open field lines is libriLma code are shown in Figure. 2, The SXR signal

assumed to be pressureless so that the current is paral- is included for a time reference. Using the vertical po-

Icl to the field (j x B = V'p = 0). For calculation oi' the sialon of the magnetic axis, we find that the once the
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f _"_-" -a 1;-- _ -- _ vertical motion staxts, the plasma continues to move
41 , -_

' i':" : i'_ I ."_,:= -_ : i:' does not occur until the plasma is almost 100 cm above
t / : :

,! i .7_ •I,,_."_' More significant than the actual distance from the

2u__= 2eTs_ 294_ mldplane is that the edge safety factor at the last closed

2s0,0 .... ] _ . flux surface is significantly below 2.0 at the time the

Discharge 63458 current decay phase begins. During the period when
the plasma is drifting ,vertically upward with constant

200,0 • Calculated (EFIT) • • current,thereisa smalldecreasein the storedenergy"

_easured J whiletheedge safetyfactorremainsabove2,0,Inother

(tileRo9owski$) _ discharges, the decreaseinenergycan be aslow as10%
'150.0

/ , duringthisphase. Once q dropsbelow 2 at 2553 tns,there is a more tepid decrease in the thermal energy.

I00.0- The onsetoffluctuationson the SXR signalcoincides

U_ with the decrease in(/below 2 and the decrease in theo
emission level from the top-vlewlng chord follow_ the_o

_. s0,0- decrease in the plasma thermal energy during this pe-

dod. The lo_ of plasma energy continues until 255(] ms

0.0-- when a rapidcrashintheSXR emissionoccursas seen

on boththe sideand topdewing chords,This basicsce-

nariois._enon allotherdi,,chargeswe have examined,

-50.0 _-- although,sometimes the rapidcrashofthe SXR signal2650.0 26_)0.0 26_'0.0 2680,0 2690,0

Time (rmec) is associated with the rapid loss of as much as 30% of

the original plasma stored energy, In aJl cases, this final

FIGURE 1 drop occurs at an edge q of 1.3 to 1.5, It is significant

Comparisonof measuredand andcalculatedpoloidalscrapeoff that the energy 1o_ occurs over an interval of 3-4 mseclayercurrent. The poloidalcurrentsarecontainedin theshaded

regionsurmundtnK the last ciomd flux surface, because the plasma continues to move vertically during

this period. As a result, it is 20 to 30 cm farther off axis

°,°J ......................... ' ' ' "' Once the current quench staxts, there is au inter-

aO,O_) sxr Islde) ' I.. estingdifferencebetween themajor disruptionand the

0.0_XJ ............ VDE. In a major disruption,a rapidcurrentincrease

• • • _ , quench and preceding the current decay. This current

0.0..........'.......,.._'................_. jump istypically10%-15% ofthepre-disruptionplasma
4,0

I edgeq .li l currentand resuJtsfrom the rapid broadeningofthe
• current profile at the tim_ of the disruption which lowerse e e e

t.0....... , ............... ' ......... theinductanceofthedischarge,ForVDEs, thiscurrent

I'S[ ' _ner_lMJ' . • I J. jumpisnot typicallyobservedbecausetheinductancels0,0_ .... ....... ,' . I already low at the time of the thermal quench (_ ,-, 0,5)........ _,-:,:, r,, .......

I...I. real energy is lost. However, tf a VDE occurs du.dng

,_ ..... _ ........... 0 ........... I ....... a rapld rampdown of the plasma current (10 MA/sec),

'rIME(msec) the pre-disruptioninductanceismuch higherand the

=. current jump is observed,

_' FIGURE 2 Aftera major disruption,verticalpositioncontrolis

Plasmaparametersduring a vertical displacementepisode, often lost during the current qaench; however,



control has been malntNned in some double null diver- SHOT_e86,
/

tots after disruptions, It is llkely that if discharges are /
80 \

s_zfl%iently up-down symmetric, _he vertical displace: % \ !
40

ment can be kept small throughout the entire current
20

decay phase, For the single null divertor which is in

herently asymmetric, the discharge always moves in the _ ::: _-L -.---.---,---"----'
_ i._0 ..! Polola_ll sarloeoft 'Duct,ni

direction oi" the X-point following a disruption, while _a ]
, tiD-

for double null divertors, there is no unique direction 0 J

for the displacement. ,00 __._.. ........-
For the purpose of providing; guidance in numeri- _ 3001 M.,n.ody

_" 200 t_.e. .........¢b,,,-e....e,.-_ ....e.,,,_.,

cal simulation of VDEs, it is important to exa.rnlne the _ lh01 sQr,,.oit i=y,r .... •sensitivity of the plasma parameters determined from V o:

EFIT to the width of the scrap.off layer, ,\lthough X2 2s_. F . *
during a VDE improves dramatically with the addition _ 0.1,.... ....t ..... ....° .... . ......... ,,.., j..

.6o_ F.
of the scrapeoff layer currents, not all plasma param- _ .Ts
eters are strongly dependent on the width of the layer ,_00

0 0,2 0,4 0,8 0.8

(Figure 3) alpha

Two quantities that are relatively Insen.ltive to the

serape'off layer width are the poloidal and toroidal cur: FIGURE 3

rents in the layer, In general these vary weakly with a Dependenceon plisma parameters determinedby EFIT as a
function of the scrapeoff layer width (_, The time chosen,

until \2 is far from its nLinimum value, However, there 2807 ms,is during the current decay,
is a stronger dependence of the individual forces on the

layer width, The force due to the poloidal vessel cur- both the poloidal and toroidal vessel currents remdt

rents, Fp, goes to zero as a approaches one because the in downward forces on the vessel, During the second

distance that the current flows in the vessel decreases phase of the VDE, the rapidly decaying plasma current

as the scrap.off width gets narrower, In contrast, dur- induces a toroidal current in both the vacuum vessel and

ing the period before the current decay starts, the force the scrap.off layer in the same direction asthe original

due to the toroidal vessel current, Ft, increases as c_ plasma current. ThuB_ I,he toroidal vessel current in the

approaches one, so that the sum of the two forces is region below the plasma actually reverses direction dur-

nearly independent of the layer width, However, once lng this decay pha_e and the force due to the toroidal

the current decay begins, both the individual forces, Fp current, also reverse. The toroidal currents induced

and F_, and their sum depend on a (Figure 3), Since in the scrapeD/t" layer give rise to poloJd._ currents be-

the distribution of the toroidal and poloidal current in cause the currents are parallel to the total field, These

the vessel is different, the local stresses on the vessel de- poloidal currents _ in the sazne sense as in the drifting

pend strongly on the layer width, even Lt'the net vertical pha_e, so the force due to the poloidal currents actually

force is unchanged, lncre.-_es tn ma_;aitude, The actual time behavior of

'1o understand the phy._ical mechazdsms that drive a real discharge is shown in Figure 4, As described

-_ both the vessel and scrap.off layer currents lt ts use- above, the reversal of the F_ is observed and this is

ful to divide the VDE into two phases, the drifting seen on ali DIII-D VDEs, Because Ft reverses sign, its

plmse during which the plasma moves vertically but contribution to the total impulse on the vessel is small

the plasma current does not decay, and the decay phase compared to Fp which is always ia the same direction

which starts after the thermal quench as the total plasma and increases strongly during the decay phase, Numer-

current decays, During the drifting phase, currents are lcal!y, the maximum poloidal current driven is 20% of

driven primarily by two processes, Toroidal eddy cur. the pre-disruption plasma current,

rents are induced in the vessel waJ.l in the sense to op. lt is worth developing a simple scaling model based

pose the plasma motion, In addition decreasing toroidal only Fp during the decay phase since it is responsible

flux enclosed by the plasma drives a poloidal current in for most of the force in DIII-D, If we assume that

the scrapeoff layer which is also h_ the sense to oppose the characteristic length for the current flow throu_;h

the plasma ,notion, If the plasma is drifting downward, the vessel is a, the plasma minor radius, then the force

/4



SHOTaeaaS to r/ .-- I - 2 × [0-'_flm, This corresponds to _ Spitzer
tlO [,

_._._/ In in VDE the plasma vertically
----'_'"" . in one dlrection with constant current until the end of

400 ;" .J

2.1 PoOo,d,l_u"*n' " the thermal quench phase, Because of the dec'_'e_e in
_ ,1 .... .' ....... [...\.[ .... [..... '.. the plasma size during the vertical motion, the edge q
L ,o,od,lourrent %-" Idecreases and when it drops below 2, the loss of ther.

_0 I .... ................ m_ _e_y be_l_,' T_, con_lnu_ for 3- 4 _ec _t w _ch

°°°1=,n0°0,
; "e 1 $©rllpeoff,Iy o, l _ time the remairdng plasma energy is rapidly lost, Since0......... . . . _ __.J the plasr.m continues to drift vertically while the energy

, is being lost, the edge q value at the end of the thermal

' ,
_ _ _ I _ _ _,.._/ current decay begins. Dluring the drifting phase when q

,0. ,©,,?"_' II is above 2, there is very llttle loss of thermal energy, but

-t
,o, po0o0.,0 the internal inductance decreases to 0.5--0,6 indicating
'"1 a relatively flat current profile at the start of the thor-

,,,, z.= .,o ,., .. real quench. Currents up to 20% of the initial plasma

current have been measured on the open field lines sur.

l FIGURE 4 rounding the main plasma during a VDE and this is in

Time behaviorof po=ltion,force=,randcurrents during= VDE, excellent agreement with that obtained by the equittb:

rium code. The currents have a significant effect on the

local distribution of forces on the vessel and the vessel

on the vessel due t,o this current is F,, ... aIpo_Bto,, motion on DIII-D can be accounted for by these forces.
Since j × B = 0 in the scrapeoff layer, we can re-

late the poloidal and toroidal currents in this region by

Ivol _" Ito,./q, Since It,, "., "),Iv, where [v is the initial ACKNOWLEDGMENT
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